THE LABELLED IMMERSION CODE
FOR VIRTUAL KNOT DIAGRAMS
A labelled immersion ode is a des riptive syntax for a virtual knot diagram and a fortiori
a lassi al knot diagram. As the name suggests it is based on a des ription of the immersion of the
diagram in the plane, or impli itly on a two dimensional sphere.

1 Immersion odes
Let I (D) be the immersion in the plane of an oriented virtual knot diagram D with n rossings,
where n in ludes both real and virtual rossings. Thus I (D) is a 4-regular plane graph with n
verti es and 2n edges, and it inherits an orientation from D.
Number the edges in I (D) onse utively 0; : : : ; 2n 1, starting at any edge and following the
orientation. Ea h vertex in I (D) has two in oming edges and two outgoing edges, with respe t to
the orientation; for ea h vertex, one of the in oming edges will be assigned an even number and the
other an odd number, similarly for the outgoing edges. This may be seen from the fa t that if we
tra e along I (D) from a vertex v , we must en ounter other verti es an even number of times before
returning to v , sin e I (D) is planar.
Thus, the numbering of edges in I (D) indu es a unique numbering of the verti es 0; : : : ; n
by assigning the vertex at whi h edge 2i terminates the number i.
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De nition 1.1 We shall refer to the edge numbered 2i terminating at vertex i as the naming
edge for that vertex.
The numbering of the edges of I (D) also determines a permutation  on n elements as follows.
At ea h vertex i the in oming edges are numbered 2i and 2j 1 for some j 2 f0; : : : ; n 1g where
we ount edges modulo 2n. De ne (i) = j .
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For example, for the immersion and edge numbering shown in Figure 1, the permutation  is
012345
231504

1

1.1

Type I and Type II rossings

There are two possibilites for the relative numbering of in oming edges at a vertex of I (D), as
shown in Figure 2.
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De nition 1.2 A rossing of the type shown in Figure 2 a) is alled a Type I rossing and a
rossing of the type shown in Figure 2 b) is alled a Type II rossing.
De nition 1.3 An immersion ode for the virtual knot diagram D is the permutation 
determined by a numbering of the edges of I (D) together with a re ord of ea h rossing type. The
ode is written as a produ t of y les des ribing , with ea h integer orresponding to a Type I
rossing given as a negative number.
Thus the immersion ode for Figure 1 is ( 0 2 1 3 5 4), where one should note that
the minus signs are only an indi ation of rossing type. Another example of an immersion odes is
(0 3 2)(1 4), where rossings 0, 1 and 2 are Type II rossings and 3 and 4 are Type I.

1.2

Realizable Immersion Codes

Although patently the immersion ode for a knot diagram is not unique, an interesting question
is to ask when a given immersion ode orresponds to a realizable diagram. This may be answered
by noti ing that an immersion I (D) determines a ellular de omposition of S 2 and so by Euler's
theorem the number of omponents of S 2 I (D) is n + 2.

De nition 1.4 For ea h even numbered edge e in I (D) there is a sequen e of edges e0 ; : : : ; ek
with e = e0 = ek alled the left turning y le obtained by turning left at ea h rossing we
en ounter as we tra e around I (D) starting by moving along e following the orientation of I (D).
Similarly we de ne the right turning y le for e as the orresponding sequen e obtained by always
turning right. We de ne left and right turning y les for odd numbered edges in the same way but
require that we start by moving along the edge against the orientation of I (D).
Clearly every edge in a left (right) turning y le will determine the same left (right) turning
y le.
Given an immersion ode, we are able to determine unambiguously the edge we en ounter when
turning left or right at a rossing, whether we have arrived following the orientation or not (see
Figure 2). Thus we may determine L the set of distin t left turning y les, R the set of distin t
right turning y les, and = jLj + jRj.
If ea h edge appears exa tly on e in L and exa tly on e in R and if = n +2 then the immersion
ode is realizable. We may onstru t a ellular 2-sphere from dis s whose boundaries orrespond to
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the turning y les of L and R, and whose 1-skeleton is an immersion that yields our given immersion
ode.
Sin e we may enumerate permuations of n elements, and may designate rossings as Type I or
Type II in only a nite number of ways, we may determine how many realizable immersion odes are
possible with n rossings. This has been done by omputer sear h to produ e the following table.
Permutations where (i) = i or (i) = (i + 1) were not onsidered as these orrespond to immersed
Reidemeister I on gurations.
number of
rossings
3
4
5
6
7
8

realizable immersions
odes
2
4
12
84
394
1972

2 Labelled Immersion Codes
We may des ribe a virtual knot diagram D fully by giving its immersion ode together with
a set of labels that des ribe ea h rossing. There are various ways in whi h one ould des ribe
the rossings, hen e the teminology, but for now we de ne just one. We wish to re ord whether a
rossing is real or virtual, and to identify the over-ar in the real ase.
Therefore, for real rossings, we assign the label + if the naming edge in I (D) forms part of the
over-ar of the rossing, and the label if it forms part of the under-ar . If the rossing is virtual,
we assign the label .

De nition 2.1 A labelled immersion ode for a diagram D is an immersion ode for D
together with a set of labels, one for ea h rossing. It is written as the immersion ode followed by a
'=' hara ter, followed in turn by the labels. The labels appear in the order indu ed on the verti es
of I (D) by the numbering of its edges, as de ned in se tion 1.
is

Thus, the labelled immersion ode for the Kishino knot K3 and numbering shown in Figure 3
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